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Creating the RAW (Right Attitude Within) Factor in Clients 

 

Join Max for this RAW chat which will focus on the attributes we need to develop as 
trainers to help pet owners train their dogs and deal with behaviour problems more 
effectively. The presentation will examine different aspects of the trainer/human 
relationship.  

This talk is hugely beneficial in developing the qualities needed that drive a client 
towards success with their dogs. Many clients lose the motivation to continue with 
training plans through lack of support and the work needed to achieve the results 
they need. They can become confused, unmotivated and feel left out in the cold 
with lack of ongoing support. Max will endeavour to provide a better solution for 
trainers and their clients where a system and plan can be drawn up and made to 
help both get the most from their working relationship. 

  

 

Webinar Objectives 
 

 What owners want and how to get them to focus on the results rather than the process 

 Minimising the problem and understanding stress 

 Identifying problems within the relationship 

 Digging to get to the core - how they view the relationship with their dog 

 Forward planning, creating realistic expectations and solutions 

 Ongoing support and selling value rather than by the session 

 

 

About Maxwell Muir 

 

'Dogs have always fascinated me. From the domestic dogs we share our lives with 
to their wild and feral counterparts. My training methods and interactions with dogs 
are completely humane and motivated by a deep love and respect for the animal. I 
am in a continuous search for further knowledge and learning experiences to 
deepen my appreciation for dogs and the lives they lead. I share this knowledge 
with the aim of helping both owners and their dogs live fuller lives together.' 

 

 

DEVELOPING COACHING ATTRIBUTES FOR TRAINING PET DOG OWNERS   

 



Maxwell Muir is a keen writer and has published 
several articles related to dog training & behaviour. 
His personal interests with dogs are in observation 
skills; studying canine natural responses and 
movement; dog–dog & dog–human communication; 
stress & associated behaviour, and teaching 
appropriate communication and handling skills 

Maxwell Muir is a Full Member of APDT UK. Full 
Member & Country Representative of PDTE (Pet 

Dog Trainers of Europe) ABTC Registered Dog Trainer (Animal Behaviour & 
Training Council) Affiliate Member of ISCP and full member of PPGBI 
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